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Abstract
A sufficient condition for order-convergence to be topological in posets is given. And as a generaliza-
tion of lim-inf-convergence and lim-inf2-convergence in posets, the concept of the so-called lim-infM-
convergence and related theory are developed.
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1. Introduction
Let P be a partially ordered set. The Birkhoff–Frink–McShane definition of order-conver-
gence in P has been introduced (see [1–3]). As what is pointed in [4], in general, order-
convergence is not topological. For what posets is the order-convergence topological? It has
long been known that in completely distributive lattice the order-convergence is topological. In
part two of this paper, a sufficient condition for order-convergence to be topological in posets is
given. It is weaker than the completely distributivity in the case of complete lattice.
The lim-inf-convergence in a complete lattice was introduced by Scott to characterize con-
tinuous lattices. In [4] the lim-inf-convergence and a weaker form—lim-inf2-convergence in
posets are discussed. In part three of this paper, we consider the M-continuity and introduce
the concept of lim-infM-convergence and hence give a unified form of lim-inf-convergence and
lim-inf2-convergence. We prove that the lim-infM-convergence is topological if and only if the
poset is an α(M)-continuous poset when some conditions are satisfied in a poset.
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Definition 2.1. (See [1–3].) Let P be a poset. A net (xi)i∈I in P is said to order-converge to
y ∈ P if there exist subsets M and N of P such that
(1) M is directed and N is filtered;
(2) y = supM = infN ;
(3) for each a ∈ M and b ∈ N , there exists k ∈ I such that a  xi  b hold for all i  k.
Definition 2.2. [5] Let P be a complete lattice. A net (xi)i∈I in P is said to order-converge
to y ∈ P if and only if y = lim infxi = lim supxi , where lim infxi = supi∈I infji xj and
lim supxi = infi∈I supji xj .
Remark 2.1. (1) In a complete lattice the alternative definitions of order-convergence in the cases
of a complete lattice and a poset agree.
In fact, let P be a complete lattice.
Firstly, let (xi)i∈I be a net in P and y = supi∈I infji xj = infi∈I supji xj . Let yi =
infji xj , zi = supji xj (∀i ∈ I ). Put M = {yi : i ∈ I } and N = {zi : i ∈ I }. In what follows
we will prove that M and N satisfy the three conditions in Definition 2.1. Indeed,
(1) let i1, i2 ∈ I , take i ∈ I with i  i1, i2, we have yi ∈ M and yi  yi1 , yi2 . Hence M is
directed. Similarly, N can be proved to be filtered;
(2) y = supM = infN is clear;
(3) let yi1 ∈ M , zi2 ∈ N . Take i ∈ I with i  i1, i2. Then yi ∈ M,zi ∈ N and yi1  yj  xj 
zj  zi2 hold for all j  i.
Secondly, let (xi)i∈I be a net in P satisfying the conditions in Definition 2.1. Then for
each a ∈ M and b ∈ N , there exists k ∈ I such that a  xi  b hold for all i  k. Thus
a  infjk xj = yk  supi∈I infji xj  infi∈I supji xj  zk = supjk xj  b. Since a, b
are arbitrary, supM  lim infxi  lim supxi  infN . As supM = infN = y, we have y =
lim infxi = lim supxi . Hence the net (xi)i∈I satisfies the condition of Definition 2.2.
(2) The order-convergent point of a net (xi)i∈I in a poset, if it exists, is unique.
Indeed, suppose that the order-convergence of (xi)i∈I exists and that x, y are order-convergent
points of the net (xi)i∈I . Then there exist subsets Mx,Nx and My,Ny satisfying the conditions in
Definition 2.1. Let A = {w ∈ P : w is an eventual lower bound of (xi)i∈I } and B = {z ∈ P : z is
an eventual upper bound of (xi)i∈I }. Then Mx,My ⊆ A and Nx,Ny ⊆ B . Since for each w ∈ A
and each z ∈ B , w  z, we have supMx  supA infB  infNx and supMy  supA infB 
infNy . Since Mx,Nx and My,Ny satisfy the conditions in Definition 2.1, it is easy to verify that
supMx = supA = infB = infNx = x and supMy = supA = infB = infNy = y. So x = y.
From the above proof, supA = infB is a necessary condition for (xi)i∈I to order-converge.
(3) Let D and F , respectively, be directed and filtered subsets of a poset P , where supD and
infF exist. Then the net (xd)d∈D defined by xd = d and the net (ya)a∈F op defined by ya = a
order-converge to supD and infF , respectively.
For D, take M = D, N = {supD} and for F , take M = {infN}, N = F , it is easy to prove
that M and N satisfy the conditions in Definition 2.1.
(4) Any constant net (xi)i∈I in a poset P with value x order-converges to x.
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is given an arbitrary class L of pairs ((xi)i∈I , x) consisting of a net and an element of L, then
associated with L is a family of sets
O(L) = {U ⊆ L: whenever ((xi)i∈I , x
) ∈ L and x ∈ U, then eventually xi ∈ U
}
.
Clearly both ∅ and L belong to O(L), which is closed under the formation of arbitrary unions
and finite intersections; that is to say, O(L) is a topology.
The following is a standard characterization for a class L of convergent nets to be topological,
i.e., to be precisely the class of all convergent nets in the resulting topology O(L).
Fact. [6] Given a class L of convergent nets on a set L, we have ((xi)i∈I , x) ∈ L iff the net
(xi)i∈I converges to x with respect to O(L) precisely when the following axioms are satisfied.
(Constant) If (xi)i∈I is a constant net with value xi = x, ∀i ∈ I , then ((xi)i∈I , x) ∈ L.
(Subnets) If ((xi)i∈I , x) ∈ L and (yj )j∈J is a subnet of (xi)i∈I , then ((yj )j∈J , x) ∈ L.
(Divergence) If ((xi)i∈I , x) is not in L, then there exists a subnet (yj )j∈J of (xi)i∈I which has
no subnet (zk)k∈K so that ((zk)k∈K,x) belongs to L.
(Iterated Limits) If ((xi)i∈I , x) ∈ L, and if ((xi,j )j∈J (i), xi) ∈ L for all i ∈ I , then
((xi,f (i))(i,f )∈I×M,x) ∈ L, where M =∏i∈I J (i) is a product of directed sets.
Definition 2.3. Let O denote the class of those pairs ((xi)i∈I , x) such that (xi)i∈I order-
converges to x in a poset P . Then
O(O) = {U ⊆ L: whenever ((xi)i∈I , x
) ∈O and x ∈ U, then eventually xi ∈ U
}
is a topology, called the order topology on P .
Proposition 2.1. For every poset the class O satisfies the axiom (Constant).
Proof. It is clear from Remark 2.1(4). 
Proposition 2.2. For every poset the class O satisfies the axiom (Subnets).
Proof. Suppose now that ((xi)i∈I , x) ∈ O and M is a directed subset of P and N is a filtered
subset of P such that for each a ∈ M , b ∈ N there exists k ∈ I such that a  xi  b hold for all
i  k and supM = infN = x. Let (yj )j∈J be any subnet of (xi)i∈I . Then there exists f :J → I
such that for each j ∈ J , xf (j) = yj and for each i ∈ I , there exists j1 ∈ J such that f (j) i for
all j  j1. Take a ∈ M , b ∈ N , then there exists i0 ∈ I such that a  xi  b for all i  i0. For i0,
there exists j0 ∈ J such that f (j)  i0 for all j  j0. Thus a  xf (j) = yj  b for all j  j0.
Therefore ((yj )j∈J , x) ∈O. 
Definition 2.4. (See [7].) Let P be a poset. We say x  y if for any directed subset D ⊆ P for
which supD exists and y  supD, there is d ∈ D such that x  d . We say xy if for any filtered
subset F ⊆ P for which infF exists and infF  y, there is a ∈ F such that a  x.
In fact, x  y in P if and only if x  y in P op.
Definition 2.5. (See [7].) A poset P is called a double-continuous poset if for each a ∈ P , the set
{x ∈ P : x  a} is directed, and the set {y ∈ P : y  a} is filtered and a = sup{x ∈ P : x  a} =
inf{y ∈ P : y  a}.
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Remark 2.2. (1) A poset P is double-continuous iff both P and P op are continuous.
(2) Let P be a poset. Then ∀x, y, t,w ∈ P , x  y ⇒ x  y and x  y ⇒ x  y; t  x  y 
w ⇒ t  w and w  x  y  t ⇒ w t .
(3) Let P be a double-continuous poset. Then ∀a ∈ P , a =∨{x ∈ P : ∃t ∈ P s.t. x  t  a} =∧{y ∈ P : ∃w ∈ P s.t. y w a}.
Example 2.1. (1) As we all know, every chain is continuous and the dual of a chain is still a
chain [5]. Thus every chain is double continuous.
Similar case exists for finite posets.
(2) Every completely distributive lattice is a double-continuous lattice. But the converse may
not be true. In fact, a finite lattice is completely distributive if and only if it is distributive. But
from Example 2.1(1) and the fact that every finite lattice is a complete lattice, we know every
finite lattice is double-continuous. So, a non-distributive finite lattice is a double-continuous
lattice, but not a completely distributive lattice.
In what follows, we suppose P is a poset satisfying the following Condition (*):
Condition (*). If D ⊆ P is directed and x ∈ P with x  supD, then sup(xD) exists and
sup(xD) = x; dually, if F ⊆ P is filtered and x ∈ P with infF  x, then inf(x ∨ F) exists
and inf(x ∨ F) = x.
Remark 2.3. Clearly, double-continuous lattice satisfies Condition (*). And, there exists such
poset P that satisfies Condition (*), but are not double-continuous lattice. For example, an-
tichains are such posets.
Lemma 2.1. If x, y, z are elements of a poset P with Condition (*), then y  x, z  x if and
only if for every net (xi)i∈I in P which order-converges to x, there is k ∈ I such that y  xi  z
hold for all i  k.
Proof. Suppose y  x, z x and (xi)i∈I order-converges to x. Then there exist a directed set D
and a filtered set F such that x = supD = infF , and for each d ∈ D and each a ∈ F , there exists
k ∈ I such that d  xi  a hold for all i  k. Since y  x there exists d0 ∈ D with y  d0.
As z x there exists a0 ∈ F with a0  z. For d0 ∈ D and a0 ∈ F , there exists i0 ∈ I such that
d0  xi  a0 for all i  i0, whence y  d0  xi  a0  z. Thus the necessity has been proved.
For the sufficiency, suppose the condition is satisfied. If D is a directed subset of P with x 
supD. Then from Condition (*), the set xD is directed and sup(xD) exists with sup(xD) = x.
By Remark 2.1(3), the net (xd)d∈D order-converges to x where xd = x ∧ d for each d ∈ D.
Then there is d0 ∈ D such that y  xd  z for all d  d0, and so y  d0 ∧ x  d0. Thus y  x.
Similarly, z x can be proved. 
Lemma 2.2. Let P be a double-continuous poset with Condition (*), then a net (xi)i∈I in P
order-converges to x if and only if for each y  x, z x, y  xi  z holds eventually.
Proposition 2.3. If P is a double-continuous poset with Condition (*), thenO satisfies the axiom
(Divergence).
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the set F = {z ∈ P : z x} is filtered and a = supD = infF . By Lemma 2.1, there exist y ∈ D,
z ∈ F such that for any i ∈ I there is a j ∈ I with j  i such that y  xj  z does not hold.
Let J be the subset of I consisting of all j ∈ J such that y  xj  z does not hold. Then J is
cofinal in I and (xj )j∈J is a subnet of (xi)i∈I . In addition, from Lemma 2.1, it follows that there
is no subnet (zk)k∈K of (xj )j∈J such that ((zk)k∈K,x) ∈ O. Hence the axiom (Divergence) is
satisfied. 
Proposition 2.4. If P is a double-continuous poset with Condition (*), thenO satisfies the axiom
(Iterated Limits).
Proof. Assume ((xi)i∈I , x) ∈ O and ((xi,j )j∈J (i), xi) ∈ O for every i ∈ I . We show that
((xi,f (i))(i,f )∈I×M,x) ∈O, where M =∏i∈I J (i). By Lemma 2.2, it is enough to show that for
each y  x, each z x, y  xi,f (i)  z holds eventually. From Remark 2.2(3), choose y1 ∈ P
such that y  y1  x, and z1 ∈ P such that z  z1  x. From the fact that ((xi)i∈I , x) ∈ O
and Lemma 2.1, we know there exists i0 ∈ I such that y1  xi  z1 hold for all i  i0. Thus
y  xi , z  xi for all i  i0. Again as (xi,j )j∈J (i) order-converges to xi , for each i  i0 there
exists g(i) ∈ J (i) such that if j ∈ J (i) and j  g(i) then y  xi,j  z. Define h ∈∏i∈I J (i)
such that h(i) = g(i) if i  i0 and h(i) is any element in J (i) otherwise. Now if (i, f ) ∈ I × M
and (i, f ) (i0, h), then y  xi,f (i)  z. The proof is complete. 
Theorem 2.1. For a double-continuous poset with Condition (*), the order-convergence is topo-
logical.
Corollary 2.1. For a double-continuous lattice, the order-convergence is topological, whence for
a completely distributive lattice, the order-convergence is topological.
Corollary 2.2. For any antichain, the order-convergence is topological.
Proposition 2.5. Let P be a directed complete semilattice [5] which is meet continuous, i.e., for
every x ∈ P , for every directed subset D ⊆ P , x ∧ (∨D) =∨{x ∧ d: d ∈ D}. If the class O
satisfies the condition (Iterated Limits), then P is continuous.
Proof. Let a ∈ P and let Da = {{xi,j }j∈J (i): i ∈ I } be the family of all directed subsets of P
whose supremum is a. For each i ∈ I , let xi = ∨{xi,j : j ∈ J (i)}. Then for each i ∈ I , we
have xi = a. Let the set I be equipped with the largest pre-order on I , that is i  k holds for
any two i, k ∈ I . Then (xi)i∈I is a constant net which obviously order-converges to a. For each
{xi,j : j ∈ J (i)} ∈Da , define an order on J (i) by j1  j2 if xi,j1  xi,j2 . Then J (i) is a directed
set and (xi,j )j∈J (i) is a net in P . Then by Remark 2.1(3), (xi,j )j∈J (i) order-converges to xi = a
for all i ∈ I . Now since the condition (Iterated Limits) is satisfied, the net (xi,f (i))(i,f )∈I×M
order-converges to a, where M =∏i∈I J (i). By the definition of order-convergence, there exists
a directed subset M and a filtered subset N such that a = supM = infN and for each y ∈ M
and z ∈ N , there exists (i0, f0) ∈ I × M such that y  xi,f (i)  z hold for all (i, f )  (i0, f0).
We now show that M ⊆ {x ∈ P : x  a}. Let d ∈ M . For any directed set B ⊆ P with ∨B  a,
a = a ∧ (∨B) =∨↑{a ∧ b: b ∈ B}. Then {a ∧ b: b ∈ B} = {xm,j : j ∈ J (m)} for some m ∈ I .
Take arbitrarily z ∈ N , then for d and z, there exists (id , fd) such that (i, f ) (id , fd) implies
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Then d  b for some b ∈ B , thus d  a. Hence P is continuous. 
Corollary 2.3. Let P be a complete lattice. If P satisfies the two infinite distributivity (Meet-
infinite distributivity and Join-infinite distributivity) laws, then the following are equivalent:
(1) the order-convergence on P is topological;
(2) P is double-continuous;
(3) P is a completely distributive lattice.
3. lim-infM-convergence in posets
In [8], the definition of M in a complete lattice is given. Now we introduce the definition
of M in posets.
Definition 3.1. Let P be a poset and M ⊆ P(P ). For any two elements x and y in P , we
define x M y if for any M ∈M for which
∨
M exists and y 
∨
M , there exists z ∈ M
with x  z. A poset P is called M-continuous if for each a ∈ P , {x ∈ P : x M a} ∈M and
a =∨{x ∈ P : x M a}.
Example 3.1. (1) Let P be a poset and M=D(P ), where D(P ) denotes the set of all directed
subsets of P . Then D =  and D-continuity is continuity. If M= P(P ), then P = and
P-continuity is super-continuity. That is to say,  and  are particular cases of M, and,
continuity and super-continuity are particular cases ofM-continuity.
(2) Let P be a poset and M = {{x}: x ∈ P } = S(P ), the set of all singletons of P . For
x, y ∈ P , x S y if and only if for any z ∈ P with y  z, we have x  z. That is to say
x S y ⇔ x  y. Even for each a ∈ P , a =
∨↓a =∨{x ∈ P : x S a}, it does not hold that
every poset is S-continuous. In fact, a poset P is S-continuous if and only if P is an antichain.
(3) Let P be a poset and M ⊆ P(P ) with S ⊆M. If x M y, then x  y. In fact, we
can take {y} ∈M, then ∨{y}  y. So x  a for some a ∈ {y}, i.e., x  a = y. In particular,
S(P ) ⊆D(P ) ⊆P(P ). So x  y implies x  y and x  y implies x  y.
(4) Let P be a chain andM=P0(P ) be the set of all finite subsets of P . By Example 3.1(3),
x P0 y ⇒ x  y. On the other hand, x  y ⇒ x P0 y. Indeed, let F ∈ P0(P ) and
∨
F  y.
As P is a chain,
∨
F = a for some a ∈ F . Thus x  a, whence x P0 y. Hence, for a chain P ,∨{x ∈ P : x P0 a} =
∨↓a = a. Moreover, a chain P is P0-continuous if and only if P is a
finite chain. But it is not true that ∀a ∈ P , a =∨{x ∈ P : x P0 a} for all the posets P . Take
P = M3 as an example, P0(M3) = P(M3) and one can verify that {x ∈ P : x P0 1} = {0},∨{x ∈ P : x P0 1} = 0 = 1. Hence M3 is not P0-continuous, whence M3 is not P-continuous.
Indeed, for a complete lattice P , P is P-continuous iff P is a completely distributive lattice.
Since M3 is a complete lattice and not distributive, M3, of course is not P-continuous.
Remark 3.1. Let P be a poset. It is easy to verify that
(1) ∀x, y, t,w ∈ P , t  x M y w ⇒ t M w;
(2) ifM1 ⊆M2, then x M2 y implies x M1 y. However, the fact that P isM2-continuous
does not imply that P isM1-continuous.
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ple 3.1(2), P is not S-continuous but by Example 3.1(4), P is P0(P )-continuous.
Again, although in every poset, x  y ⇒ x  y, a super-continuous poset need not be a
continuous poset.
As was pointed in [4], with respect to inclusion relation, the set ε(N) = {A ⊆ N: |A| 1 or
|A| = ∞}, is a supercontinuous poset, but not a continuous poset.
Definition 3.2. (See [9].) Let P be a poset, M ⊆ P(P ), a ∈ P , B ⊆ P . B is called an M-
minimal set of a if
(1) supB exists with supB = a;
(2) C ∈M and supC  a imply that ∀x ∈ B , there exists y ∈ C such that x  y.
Remark 3.2. (1) If P is a complete lattice, the definition of M-minimal set is the same as that
in [9], where φ-minimal set is used instead ofM-minimal set.
(2) The union ofM-minimal sets of a is also anM-minimal set of a, hence a has the greatest
M-minimal set, denoted by βM(a) if a has anM-minimal set. WhenM=P(P ), we use β(a)
in the place of βP(P )(a).
We have the following proposition about the relation of M andM-minimal set.
Proposition 3.1. Let P be an M-continuous poset and M ⊆ P(P ). Then ∀a ∈ P , a has an
M-minimal set and βM(a) = {x ∈ P : x M a}.
Proof. Firstly, put B = {x ∈ P : x M a}. Then
(1) as P is anM-continuous poset, a =∨B;
(2) if C ∈M and ∨C  a, then ∀x ∈ B , by the definition of M, there exists y ∈ C such that
x  y.
Hence B is anM-minimal set of a.
Secondly, let D be an M-minimal set of a. If M ∈M for which ∨M exists and y ∨M ,
then ∀d ∈ D, by the definition of M-minimal set, ∃m ∈ M s.t. d m. Thus ∀d ∈ D, d M a,
whence D ⊆ B . So B is the greatestM-minimal set of a, i.e., βM(a) = {x ∈ P : x M a}. 
Definition 3.3. Let P be a poset andM⊆P(P ). A net (xi)i∈I in a poset P is said to lim-infM-
converge to x ∈ P if there exists a subset M ∈M such that
(1) ∨M exists and x ∨M ;
(2) for each m ∈ M , xi m holds eventually.
Definition 3.4. (See [4].) Let P be a poset andM⊆P(P ).
(1) Let x, y ∈ P . Define x α(M) y if for every net (xi)i∈I which lim-infM-converges to y,
xi  x holds eventually.
(2) A poset P is called α(M)-continuous if {x ∈ P : x α(M) a} ∈M and a =
∨{x ∈ P :
x α(M) a} holds for every a ∈ P .
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gence) and x  y (and x α y) are particular cases of lim-infM-convergence and x α(M) y,
respectively.
Remark 3.3. (1) It is evident that for every poset, x M a ⇒ x α(M) a. In fact, let (xi)i∈I be
a net in P which lim-infM-converges to a. Then there exists M ∈M such that a 
∨
M and
∀m ∈ M , m is an eventual lower bound of (xi)i∈I . Since x M a, x  m0 for some m0 ∈ M .
Thus x is an eventual lower bound of (xi)i∈I .
But it does not hold that x α(M) a ⇒ x M a. For example, let P = M3 in which
0  a, b, c  1 and M = {{a, b, c}}. Then ∀x ∈ P , {t ∈ P : t M x} = P \{1} and {t ∈ P :
t M x} = P . This shows that x α(M) a ⇒ x M a does not hold. By the way, M3 is nei-
therM-continuous nor α(M)-continuous.
(2) If S ⊆M, then x α(M) y ⇒ x  y.
(3) ∀x, y, t,w ∈ P , t  x α(M) y w ⇒ t α(M) w.
(4) If P is α(M)-continuous, then for each a ∈ P , a = ∨{x ∈ P : ∃z ∈ P s.t. x α(M)
y α(M) a}. This is because a =
∨{y ∈ P : y α(M) a} and for each y α(M) a, y =∨{x ∈ P : x α(M) y}.
Example 3.2. Let P be a poset.
(1) If M = D, then as what is pointed in [4], D = α(D) = . So P is D-continuous if
and only if it is α(D)-continuous.
(2) If M = P(P ), then α(P) = α . If P is P-continuous, i.e., supercontinuous, it is
α-continuous. But the converse is not true. It is easy to check that every finite lattice is
α-continuous. But a finite lattice is supercontinuous if and only if it is distributive. So, a finite
non-distributive lattice, such as M3, is a counterexample.
(3) IfM= S , then x α(S) y ⇔ x  y. Indeed, by Remark 3.3(2), the necessity is clear. For
the sufficiency, let (xi)i∈I be a net which lim-infS -converges to y. There exists a ∈ P such that
a  y and a is an eventual lower bound of (xi)i∈I . Since x  y  a, x is an eventual lower bound
of (xi)i∈I , too. Hence x α(S) y.
Noticing Example 3.1(2), we have the following facts:
(i) x S y ⇔ x α(S) y ⇔ x  y; and
(ii) P is S-continuous if and only if it is α(S)-continuous.
(4) Let P be a chain and M = P0(P ). Then a net (xi)i∈I in P lim-infP0 -converges to y
if and only if there exists a finite set F ⊆ P such that ∨F  y and ∀a ∈ F , a is an eventual
lower bound of (xi)i∈I if and only if there exists a ∈ P such that a  y and a is an eventual
lower bound of (xi)i∈I . Furthermore, x P0 y ⇔ x α(P0) y ⇔ x  y ⇔ x S y. So a chain
is P0-continuous if and only if it is α(P0)-continuous.
Let LM be the class consisting of all the pairs ((xi)i∈I , x) of a net (xi)i∈I and an element x
in a poset P with (xi)i∈I lim-infM-converging to x.
Lemma 3.1.
(1) Let P be a poset. If S ⊆M, then LM satisfies the axiom (Constant).
(2) For every poset P , for anyM⊆P(P ), LM satisfies the axiom (Subnets).
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(2) It follows from the fact that if a is an eventual lower bound of the net (xi)i∈I , then it is
also an eventual bound of any subnet (yj )j∈J of (xi)i∈I . 
Remark 3.4. The condition S ⊆M is only a sufficient condition for the axiom (Constant) being
true. It may be not necessary. Look at the following example:
Let P = [0,1]2, where [0,1] denotes the closed unit interval of R. Let A = {(x,0): x ∈
[0,1]} ∪ {(0, y): y ∈ [0,1]} ⊆ P , and M = {M: M ⊆ A}, then M ⊆ P(P ) and S ⊆ M.
Take (x, y) ∈ P , for the constant net (zi)i∈I with zi = (x, y) ∈ P to be in LM, we can take
M = {(x,0), (0, y)}. This is because (x,0) ∨ (0, y) = (x, y) and (x,0) (x, y), (0, y) (x, y).
Lemma 3.2. If P is α(M)-continuous, then the class LM satisfied the axiom (Divergence).
Proof. Suppose that ((xi)i∈I , x) is not in LM. Since {y ∈ P : y α(M) x} ∈M and
∨{y ∈ P :
y α(M) x} = x, there is y α(M) x such that xi  y does not hold eventually. Put J = {i ∈ I :
xi  y}. Then (xj )j∈J is a subnet of (xi)i∈I which has no subnet lim-infM-converging to x. 
Corollary 3.1.
(1) Let M = D(P ). As {x ∈ P : x α(D) a} = {x ∈ P : x  a} for a continuous poset, LD
satisfies the axiom (Divergence).
(2) LetM=P(P ). As {x ∈ P : x P(P ) a} = {x ∈ P : x α a} ∈P(P ), LP satisfies the axiom
(Divergence) for a supercontinuous poset.
(3) LetM= S(P ). If P is an antichain, then P is S-continuous, whence LS satisfies the axiom
(Divergence).
Lemma 3.3. Let P be a α(M)-continuous poset and ∀x ∈ P , {y ∈ P : ∃z ∈ P s.t. y α(M)
z α(M) x} ∈M, then the class LM satisfies the axiom (Iterated Limits).
Proof. Suppose (xi)i∈I lim-infM-converges to x, and for each i ∈ I , (xi,j )j∈J (i) lim-infM-
converges to xi . By Remark 3.3(4), x =∨{y ∈ P : ∃z ∈ P s.t. y α(M) z α(M) x}. Thus in
order to show that the net (xi,f (i))(i,f )∈I×M , where M =∏i∈I J (i), lim-infM-converges to x, it
is enough to verify that if y α(M) z α(M) x, then xi,f (i)  y holds eventually. In fact, since
(xi)i∈I lim-infM-converges to xi , there exists i0 ∈ I such that xi  z for all i  i0. Thus from
Remark 3.3(3), y α(M) xi for all i  i0. Again as (xi,j )j∈J (i) lim-infM-converges to xi . So
for each i  i0, there exists g(i) ∈ J (i) such that if j ∈ J (i) and i  g(i), then xi,j  z. Define
h ∈∏i∈I J (i) such that h(i) = g(i) if i  i0 and h(i) is any element in J (i) otherwise. Now if
(i, f ) ∈ I × M and (i, f ) (i0, h), then xi,f (i)  y. The proof is completed. 
Lemma 3.4. Let P be a poset and S ⊆M⊆P(P ). Suppose {x ∈ P : x α(M) a} ∈M holds for
every a ∈ P . If the class LM satisfies the axiom (Iterated Limits), then P is α(M)-continuous.
Proof. For any a ∈ P , consider the collection {(xi,j )j∈J (i): i ∈ I } of nets (xi,j )j∈J (i) that lim-
infM-converges to a. Let (xi)i∈I be the constant net in which xi = a (∀i ∈ I ). So for each i ∈ I ,
(xi,j )j∈J (i) lim-infM-converges to xi . Thus by the assumption, the net (xi,f (i))(i,f )∈I×M lim-
infM-converges to a, where M =
∏
i∈I J (i) and I is equipped with the preorder that k  i holds
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eventually for any y ∈ M .
We now show that M ⊆ {x ∈ P : x α(M) a}. Let m ∈ M . There exists (im,fm) ∈ I × M
such that (i, f )  (im,fm) implies xi,f (i)  m. For any net (zk)k∈K that lim-infM-converges
to a, (zk)k∈K = (xi0,j )j∈J (i0) for some i0 ∈ I . Let j0 = fm(i0) ∈ J (i0). ∀j ∈ J (i) with j  j0,
define hj ∈ M such that hj (i0) = j ∈ J (i0), h(i) = fm(i) ∈ J (i) (∀i = i0). Then ∀j ∈ J (i) with
j  j0, hj ∈ M . Obviously, ∀j ∈ J (i) with j  j0, hj  fm, whence xi0,j = xi0,hj (i0) m. So,
m is an eventual lower bound of (zk)k∈K . Thus m α(M) a, which implies, from Remark 3.3(2),
that a = ∨{x ∈ P : x M a}. Again by assumption {x ∈ P : x α(M) a} ∈M. Hence P is
α(M)-continuous. 
Theorem 3.1. Let P be a poset and S ⊆M⊆ P(P ). Suppose {x ∈ P : x α(M) a} ∈M and
{y ∈ P : ∃z ∈ P s.t. y α(M) z α(M) a} ∈M holds for every a ∈ P . Then LM is topological
iff P is α(M)-continuous.
Corollary 3.2. Let P be a poset. Then
(1) LD is topological iff P is continuous;
(2) LP(P ) is topological iff P is α-continuous;
(3) if P is an antichain, then P is S-continuous, whence LS is topological in antichains;
(4) if P is a finite chain, then LP0(P ) is topological.
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